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Roller hockey club homeless after SRC is built
The construction of the new Sports and
Recreation Center (SRC) means improved
athletic facilities for most Rose-Hulman
students, faculty, and staff. However,
some facilities were lost when the campus
gained the SRC. The destruction of E.E.
Black gym has left Rose-Hulman's roller
hockey team without a place to practice.
Currently, the Rose-Hulman roller
hockey club has their practices in the
Indiana State University library parking
lot. The team must play at night during
the week and must deal with poor light-
ing. In addition, there is broken glass and
oil slicks, and the surface is difficult to
pass, shoot, and skate on. Furthermore,
playing with goalies is not practical due to
the abrasive surface that would ruin pads
and the lack of boards to stop wide shots.
The team currently plays in the Mid-
west Collegiate Roller Hockey League
(MCRHL). This league provides an
opportunity for colleges and universities
in the midwest to play hockey in an orga-
nized environment. Other schools in the
MCRHL include Purdue, Ball State, the
University of Illinois-Champaign,
DuPage, Western Illinois, Michigan State,
and Southern Illinois.
The team, which will compete in three
tournaments this quarter, including one at
Michigan State the first weekend of Octo-
ber. The members are seeking a more suit-
able alternative to this temporary
solution. Due to an unsuitable surface in
the fieldhouse and the possibility of dam-
age to the floor of the Hulbert Arena, the
SRC is not a viable option for practice
and games. Local roller skat-
ing rinks are also reluctant to
rent their facilities to the team
for the same reason.
Last year in Rose's first full
year in MCRHL they fin-
ished fourth overall, reaching
the semi-finals of league tour-
naments twice. "Although our
team has a lot of ability this
year, without a decent prac-
tice facility it will be difficult
for us to remain competitive
with other teams," said Nick
Hurlburt, an assistant captain
for the team.
One possible solution is to
lay "Sport Court" tiles in the
fieldhouse. This would essen-
tially make for a portable
court and would allow for the
team to practice without dam-
aging the fieldhouse surface.
Unfortunately, according to
Director of Facilities Wayne
Spary, "It's a matter of capi-
tal." The cost of such a portable court
would range from $100,000 to $200,000.
Another proposed solution, on a much
grander scale, is an ice rink at Rose-Hul-
man. However, such a solution is a long
way down the road. "We have space for it,
but it's just not in the budget right now,"
said Spary. Until then the over two dozen
members of the roller hockey team feel
they have nothing to hope for but a late
winter.
The roller hockey club has been holding practices in an ISU parking lot since the members
have no place to play on campus. Photo by John Suangi,
Rose-Hulman band members solo from SGA
by Thu Vu Pham
Thorn News Reporter
Starting this year, the Rose band
is stepping out on their own by
breaking away from SGA and
becoming a truly student oriented
extracurricular activity.
"We are no longer an SGA
funded club," claimed Josh Horst-
man, the vice president of the Rose-
Hulman band.
"Even under SGA funding, we
could not even buy all the shirts
needed for our members," said trea-
surer, Jason Bomeman.
For the last two years, Horstman,
a senior, and Chad Maloney, a 1996
graduate and former band presi-
dent, saw a need to revitalize the
band.
"We put a lot of effort into what
we do for the school, so we thought
the band should be on the same
level as football and cheerleading,"
commented Horstman.
Horstman and Maloney began a
campaign asking Dr. Lucas, the stu-
dent affairs director, for support. In
a letter to Dr. Lucas, Horstman out-
lined the importance of the band's
contribution to the school. They
also feel that the band can be an
additional vehicle to attract pro-
spective students who are interested
in band.
As a result of their campaign, Dr.
Lucas contacted the band to
announce that the band had become
an institute funded club. Each year,
the band will receive $10,000 for
the club. Already, the club has used
some of the money to buy a brand
new line of drums and every band
member receives a brand new shirt.
Two new directors also step in to
help the band this year. David Near-
pass is the new Jazz band director
and Gary Turner will be the new
pep band and concert band director.
Horstman believes Turner will be a
great contributor to the band as a
result of Turner presently teaching
music theory for the Humanities
department.
"Gary will be around to help,
especially during rehearsal, because
of his expertise," said Horstman.
Horstman and Chip Bennett, the
current band president, are antici-
pating many more changes to the
band. They are in the process of
updating the band's music library
and attempting to clean out the
music collection that has been accu-
mulating for more than 30 years.
Down the road, they want to push
for a music minor at Rose as well as
possible credits for taking band.
Horstman also desires to have an
orchestra established at Rose. How-
ever, Horstman agrees that having
an orchestra can be too much for
the band.
"I would love to have an orches-
tra. ... [With] pep band, concert
band, and jazz band, I don't think
people can come four times per
week [for orchestra as well]," rea-
soned Horstman.
However, Horstman said that a
merging between concert band and
orchestra would be just as good.
So, while the band continues to
look forward to another great year
of entertainment, the band cordially
invites everyone to come out for
homecoming and help cheer the
Engineers on to victory. Also look
for Marcie Kam, the band home-
coming queen candidate and mem-
ber of the homecoming court.
For those who are interested in
joining the band, they can contact
Josh Horstman at x8707 or attend
band practice every Wednesday
night at 7 p.m. in the band room
behind the auditorium. The band is
looking for more members to per-
form at their first concert of the year
on Wednesday, December 10.
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Band students perform at Tuesday's volleyball game.
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Homecoming Events Schedule 
Friday, September 26 Saturday, September 27
8:15 a.m. Registration for Golf Tournament, Hulman Links & Country
Club of Terre Haute Golf Courses
8:45 a.m. Women's Coffee Prior to Tour, Hulman Union
9 a.m. Shotgun Start For Golf, Hulman Links & Country Club
9:30 a.m. Women's Club Tour, St. Mary-of-the-Woods College & Sis-
ters of Providence
Noon - 1:30 p.m. Heritage Roll of Honor Luncheon, Kahn Rooms, Hulman
Union
4 p.m. Soccer, Rose-Hulman vs. Marian College, Jim Rendel Field
4:30 - 5:30 p.m. Estate Planning Seminar, Conference Room, Hulman Union
5:30 p.m. Fifty Plus Club Reception, Hulman Union (Dinner at 6:30
p.m-)
6:15 p.m. Dedication of Michael Percopo (`43) Career Services Center
Kahn Rooms, Hulman Union
Pep Rally and Queen's Coronation, Cook Stadium






Awards Brunch, Vonderschmitt Dining Room, Hulman
Union
Alumni Baseball Game, Art Nehf Field
10 a.m. Alumni Association Meeting, Kahn Rooms, Hulman
Union
10 a.m. Ladies' Coffee, Heritage Room, Hulman Union
10 a.m. Alumni Soccer Match vs. Rose-Hulman Junior Varsity,
Jim Rendel Field
10:30 a.m. Cross Country, Rose-Hulman vs. Vincennes University,
near Phil Brown Field
Departmental Open Houses, throughout campus
Sports and Recreation Center Open House
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Resident Assistant Reunion, WORX, Hulman Union
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Admissions Information Session, Room E-104, Moench
Hall
11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. Student Project Displays, front of Sports and Recreation
Center
Noon Parents' Association Concessions, near Phil Brown Field
Noon Class Agent Open House, near Phil Brown Field
Noon Volleyball, Rose-Hulman vs. Earlham, Sports and Recre-
ation Center
Noon - 2 p.m. Homecoming Mums, front of Sports and Recreation Cen-
ter
1:30 p.m. Duplicate Bridge Tournament, Hulman Union
2 p.m. Football, Rose-Hulman vs. Univeristy of Chicago, Phil
Brown Field
5:30 - 6:30 p.m. Sports and Recreation Center Open House
5:30 p.m. Homecoming Reception/Dinner, Vonderschmitt Dining
Room
7:30 p.m. Homecoming Dance, Vonderschmitt Dining Room
Indiana college savings program unveiled Illesclay
by James Tedrick
Thorn News Reporter
'Today, we took the first step to help Hoosier
families meet the educational needs of the 21st
century," declared State Treasurer Joyce Brink-
man, as she unveiled a state savings program
Tuesday at a press conference in Rose's Hulman
Memorial Union.
The Indiana Family College Savings Plan will
allow anyone to establish a tax-deferred savings
account for an Indiana student, with an estimated
interest rate of 9 to 11 percent a year.
Following the lead of 12 other states, the Indi-
ana legislation created the Indiana Education Sav-
ings Authority (IESA) to create and manage this
program in order to make it easier for Indiana's
residents to go to college.
Brinkman noted that historically, Hoosiers have
sought the level of education needed to get a well-
paying job. "We need to make sure that they
understand that more than a high school education
is needed."
The owner of the account, who does not neces-
sarily have to be an Indiana resident, contributes
money for a named beneficiary, who must be an
Indiana resident. The minimum initial investment
is $50, and the program requires a minimum
monthly payment of $25 a month. The owner can
make payments in an occasional lump sum or on a
month to month basis. The program offers several
ways to pay, including a deduction from payroll,
automatic deduction from a bank account, or use
of a coupon book.
The owner can contribute up to $100,000 to a
single account with a maximum yearly amount set
at the average of all Indiana school's costs, cur-
rently set at $9,410 a year. For example, if a parent
started an account when a child was 6 and contrib-
uted $200 monthly at an interest rate of 9 percent
compounded monthly, it would yield $51,930 by
the time that child is ready for college at age 18.
This is more than $20,000 more than simply plac-
ing that money in an non-interest bearing account
When the account is drawn .for college-related
expenses, the interest on the money is then taxed at
a lower student raw.
The money earned in this account will be for
use at most two-year, four-year, and vocational
schools, both in and outside of Indiana Becauce of
recent federal changes, it is allowable now to use
the money on room and board, as well as tuition
and books.
will make every effort to encourage those in lower
socio-economic standing to create an wen' int
She also hopes that this program will encourage
a habit of savings that will extend throughout the
owner's life. To help encourage younger parents to
invest in this program, the authority claimed they
will do "everything they can." One innovative
way to sign up parents is by working with hospi-
tals to encourage the sign-up of the parents of
State Treasurer Joyce Brinkman described a new college savings program at
Rose-Hulman on Tuesday. Photo courtesy of State Treasurer's Office
Brinkman noted, "Thanks to the help of Indi-
ana's congressional delegation, in particular Con-
gressman Ed Pease, we were successful in
expanding the list of eligible expenses to include
room and board."
The program was part of Brinkman's campaign
promise to make college education more afford-
able. She noted that typically, you need to be either
"very rich or very poor" to be able to afford the
price of college; most financial aid is need-based.
This program is anticipated to attract those who
are not eligible for much financial aid, but IESA
newborns in order to maximize the investing
period.
The program so far has received a very positive
response from the general population. "People
have realized that there will be not as much aid in
the future," said Brinkman. 'There is already a
waiting list from parents who were waiting for a
program such as this." Based on the initial enroll-
ment from other states, Stan Jones, Indiana's com-
missioner for higher education, expects between
30,000 to 40,000 people will participate within the
first year.
The money can be used for emergency
expenses, but at a rate of 10 percent penalty on the
earnings. This same penalty will apply if the stu-
dent chooses not to go to college within the 25
year utilization period or if the college costs are
under the total saved amount To help counteract
this, IESA allows the owner to transfer money
from one student account to another and keep the
tax-deferred status.
This program is incompatible with the "Educa-
tion IRA" accounts passed recently by Congress.
If you make a contribution to one of these
accounts, which has a maximum annual contribu-
tion limit of only $500, you will not be able to
make a deposit into a state-sponsored plan, such as
the Indiana program, during the same calendar
year. While participating in the Indiana program,
the patents will still qualify for Hope and Lifetime
Learning tax credits.
There are some points that remain unresolved.
One of these points is how an account will be fig-
ured into the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid. Brinkman said that they would prefer to have
the account set aside and not figured into the cal-
culations. She said if that is not possible, then they
plan to work with the Department of Education in
order to minimize the impact on the student's
financial aid.
The account will be placed in a mutual fund
account administered by NBD Bank. This particu-
lar bank was selected by IESA after a competitive
bid process that was completed earlier this year.
The fund, known as the Pegasus Managed Assets
Balanced Fund, was selected for its stability and
competitiveness. The fund works on the approxi-
mate ratio of 60 percent stocks and 40 percent in
cash and bonds. Last year, this fund earned a 17.78
percent return on investment and has provided a
total rate of 11.92 percent return since its inception
in January 1994.
For further information and an enrollment kit,
call toll free at 1-888-814-6800. E-mail requests
can also be sent to CollegeSave@em.fcnbd.com
and there is information at any NBD branch bank.
areer services offers workshops to help freshmen
by Kevin Kaminski
Thorn News Editor
The career services office is
continuing to provide help to
freshmen through workshops in
College and Life Skills classes.
These workshops help students
develop skills necessary to land
summer internships as well as
full time employment after grad-
uation.
The workshops are given by
Bill Lindstaedt, director of
career services, Jan Ford, asso-
ciate director of career services,
and Arleen Anderson, assistant
director of career services,
internships and co-ops.
The concept behind the work-
shops will help students be more
marketable to employers. Linds-
taedt explained, "We're trying
to create a career-aware culture.
The best time to start that is
when students are freshmen."
The first meeting pertains to
working on resume structure
and content. After the students
build a resume, the office cri-
tiques them and provides sug-
gestions for improvement. The
students are encouraged to then
resubmit the revised resumes so
the career services office can
send them to potential employ-
ers.
Lindstaedt said the final draft
of the resumes will be posted on
a web page. The goal is to have
all finished resumes in the
career services workshop loaded
on the web page so potential
employers can view them. Lind-
staedt explained that the
resumes for underclassmen will
be posted to the web page after
all the senior resumes have been
entered. Currently, the online
resumes are made accessible to
companies over the world wide
web at the request of the com-
pany.
Last year, Lindstaedt esti-
mated 120 companies inter-
viewed students on campus for
employment. However, the
career services office sent out
resumes to 587 companies.
Many companies call the .office
requesting resumes of students
meeting certain criteria. The
companies may then review the
resumes and contact the students
regarding internship or perma-
nent employment positions.
The resume workshop pro-
vides a valuable learning experi-
ence for freshmen. Lindstaedt
explained that many students
feel underqualified because they
do not have work experience in
engineering areas. Lindstaedt
explained that companies look
for certain qualities in a poten-
tial employee. These qualities
are often more sought after than
just work experience.
Students are encouraged to
develop marketing themes on
resumes to emphasize admirable
qualities besides work experi-
ence. Marketing themes high-
light qualities such as initiative
to perform a task correctly the
first time and responsibility
when working with others.
The second workshop features
a visit from a corporate execu-
tive. Lindstaedt explained this
as beneficial because it allows
students to learn from the per-
spective of a person that would
be hiring them as employees.
The guests describe what mar-
ketable qualities they look for in
potential employees.
Most students expect a poten-
tial employer to be interested in
academic success. However,
Lindstaedt explained there are
additional qualities an
employer seeks. Some examples
include being involved with
campus organizations, getting
an internship or co-op during a
student's college career, and
community involvement. These
Learning Center provides
extended service in Speed Hall
by Beth Bateman
Thorn News Editor
The Learning Center recently
opened an area in Speed Hall
where students can receive home-
work help during hours that the
main Learning Center is not open.
According to Susan Smith,
Learning Center director, this
"satellite" of the Learning Center
was created because "We wanted
to create a closer link between the
Learning Center and student
affairs."
The satellite is located in the
lower level of Speed Hall, in the
former weight room. The room
has three separate tables with
dividers, each focusing on a desig-
nated subject: chemistry, physics,
or math.
The room is also designed to
accommodate students' laptops.
Smith mentioned that more lap-
top connections are currently
being added. She was grateful to
maintenance and Waters Comput-
ing Center for helping get the area
ready.
Laura Sanders, Learning Cen-
ter assistant director, remarked,
"[The area in Speed Hall] is for
anyone, but it is most beneficial to
the freshmen."
According to Sanders, this
branch of the Learning Center is
staffed by sophomore advisers
who are trained in tutoring, as
well as Learning Center tutors.
The environment is also that of a
group study session, rather than
one-on-one tutoring.
Since the opening of the satel-
lite, both Smith-and Sanders have
received positive responses to it.
Smith said that students who had
used the facility described it as
very convenient. Sanders com-
mented that students like it, and,
from the attendance of 20 to 25
students each night, it seems to be
growing in popularity.
The new satellite of the Learn-
ing Center in Speed Hall is open
Sunday through Thursday from
9:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
points provide qualities that
make the student more market-
able to employers. The second
workshop allows students to
realize what things they need to
work on during their four years
at Rose-Hulman to make them-
selves more marketable to
employers upon graduation.
Lindstaedt recommends that
students begin searching for an
internship early. This strategy
helps students become more
likely to land a summer intern-
ship.
"Over the past couple of
years, I've noticed freshmen
have been increasingly success-
ful at finding internships around
their hometowns although his-
torically it has been hard for
.them to get engineering intern-
ships." Lindstaedt stated.
A month or so before going
home for spring break, students
should identify companies
around their area that work in
the students field of interest.
Lindstaedt explained the career
services office has a computer
database that can assist students
in this search.
Lindstaedt also remarked that
many students make the mistake
of assuming only large compa-
nies around their hometown
have a need for hiring summer
interns. Smaller companies can
also provide valuable work
experience.
The student should begin by
sending .a cover letter and
resume to the companies. Then,
follow-up with a phone call to
set up an appointment to speak
with someone from the com-
pany.
Lindstaedt explained that stu-
dents should not limit them-
selves to companies with
specific internship programs.
Lindstaedt explained, "[Stu-
dents] need to market them-
selves. Instead of calling and
saying 'Do you have an intern-
ship for me?' they need to say
'I'm an engineering student. I
have some good skills. Do you
have some projects on the back
burner that I could help you
with this summer?"
The career services office pro-
vides many valuable services to
students. Help with resumes and
job interviews are only a few of
the services provided. Students
are encouraged to utilize the
many facilities of the career ser-
vices office in order to aid in
their search for a summer







This past summer, ten students
took advantage of programs designed
to increase their knowledge of Japa-
nese language and culture. These stu-
dents went to Kanazawa Institute of
Technology, where they received
instruction in technical language and
participated in projects while teamed
with Japanese students.
The ten students were divided into
two groups that went to Kanazawa
under two separate programs. Five of
the students participated in the fourth
annual Intensive Japanese in Science
and Technology program where, in
exchange for Rose hosting a student
from Kanazawa for two quarters,
Kanazawa hosts five Rose students
for six weeks. The students must
have had two years of Japanese,
according to Dr. Toshiyuki Yama-
moto, Rose's professor of Japanese.
The students live as a Japanese stu-
dent, staying in Kanazawa's apart-
ments. Brian Degnan, a junior
mechanical, Ron Larcom, sopho-
more electrical, MJ Kratoslca, a
senior applied optics, Daniel Ruz-
icica, a senior mechanical, and
Andres Heidebrecht, an applied
optics graduate student were the five
students who participated in this pro-
gram.
The other five students participated
in the Engineering Alliance for Glo-
bal Education program. This pro-
gram, sponsored by the United States
Air Force, provides the same experi-
ence for students but has stiffer
acceptance requirements. The five
participants of the program were
Jeanne Hudson, a junior civil, Marc
Martino, a senior mechanical, Jason
Owen, a senior chemical engineer,
David Stanley, a senior mechanical,
and Ryon Sumner, a junior computer
engineer.
Once the students arrived in Japan,
they engaged in a course of standard
Japanese language and technical
terms. This instruction was con-
ducted through readings of technical
articles and subsequently giving pre-
sentations in Japanese.
In addition to these presentations,
students were teamed up with
Kanazawa students to complete one
of two projects: either the design of a
wind-powered car or the creation of a
Japanese web page given Japanese
instructions. The students then gave a
final presentation of their project in
Japanese.
Their Kanazawa hosts also pro-
vided social activities designed to
give the students interaction with Jap-
anese students and give some insight
into normal Japanese life.
Jeanne Hudson said that the pro-
gram was enjoyable and gave her
new insight into Japanese culture. "It
let me figure out which stereotypes
are true and which are false. The
most surprising thing was that it was
pretty much the same as here, though
the students didn't seem as stressed
out during finals as we are," she
explained. Like most of the students,
after the program was done, she spent
some time touring other parts of
Japan. She plans on going back at a
later time.
Iwoa Yoshida, Kanazawa's student
staying at Rose as part of the
exchange program, said that the
experience is also enjoyable for the
Japanese students. "It's a good oppor-
tunity to improve my English,"
remarked Yoshida.
A student receives assistance with homework in the Learning Center's extension service in
Speed basement. Photo by Megan Switzer
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Censors in Texas schools give a damn about Twain
By Skiff Staff
(U-WIRE) FORT WORTH,
Texas -- Damn. With one simple
word, the TCU Daily Skiff can no
longer be considered as a required
text for any Burleson elementary
or middle school class. Not that
such offers were banging on the
newsroom door, but a new regula-
tion now makes it official.
A new policy in the Burleson
school district prohibits teachers
from assigning texts that contain
profanity, a decision which will
likely include such classic literary
works as "To Kill a Mockingbird"
and "The Adventures of Huckle--
berry Finn." Though the school-
board has yet to define exactly
what "profanity" means, words
such as "damn" and "hell" are
expected to be enough to place a
book on the list of the unaccept-
able.
The decision should have little
effect on elementary schools,
where literary works are mostly
confined to the "Dick and Jane"
series and innocent short stories.
Middle school teachers, however,
may be forced to redefine large
parts of their curricula because of
the new rule. Ironically, the new
regulation was announced during
Banned Books Week, an attempt
to highlight those texts previously
banned in one way or another.
The school board's decision
overlooks the main point of edu-
cation: The stimulation of knowl-
edge and the expansion of
horizons in a positive manner.
First, the great works of writers
such as Mark Twain can provide a
potentially significant influence
on young writers to pursue the art
of composition.
Second, by the time students
reach middle school, all of them
have been exposed to profanity in
one form or another, and many of
them use it in their own language.
While such use should not be
advocated, ignoring its existence
often compounds the problem.
Finally, the decision of what con-
stitutes profanity should not come
from government officials in the
form of censorship, but should
stem from those individuals in
direct control of the children - the
parents.
If the Burleson school district
would like to ask for parental con-
sent to include the books in cur-
riculum and the parents refuse,
then the books should either be
struck from the curriculum or an
appropriate alternate text should
be found. But board members
cannot speak for all parents in
determining what exposure chil-
dren should have to literature,
whether profane or not. Such an
attempt is little more than govern-
ment censorship of free speech. In
such a case, it is important to rec-
ognize the distinction between
censorship and the banning of cer-
tain texts.
In a Wednesday column in The
Dallas Morning News, Steve
Blow points out this difference.
Censorship springs from govern-
ment intervention into what citi-
zens are allowed to read, while
banning is the result of moral
judgements made by those citi-
zens closest to the situation. As
such, parents should have the
right to restrict their own child's
reading - but only when dealing
with their own children.
Admissions decisions affect minority enrollment
By Anne Drabicky Daily Skiff
(U-WIRE) FORT WORTH,
Texas -- Lawsuits have become so
common these days that few people
bat an eyelash when yet another big-
name company or organization is
sued for some perceived wrongdo-
ing.
But when four white students sued
the University of Texas Law School
in 1992, the resulting decision made
students, staff and faculty take
notice.
Douglas Carvell, Kenneth Elliot,
Cheryl Hopwood and David Rogers
claimed the school denied them
admission because they are white.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in New Orleans decided in
March 1996 that universities in Mis-
sissippi, Texas and Louisiana could
no longer use race as a factor when
considering students for admission.
This fall, the first class to be affected
by the Hopwood decision was




remained relatively unchanged this
fall, with 13.8 percent minority
enrollment among first-time fresh-
men in 1996, compared to a rounded
figure of 14.0 percent this fall. James
Atwood, assistant to the dean of
admissions, said this is because Hop-
wood has affected the university
only indirectly.
It hasn't hurt us much," he said.
"The populations of minority folk
have not been hit hard."
Darron Turner, director of minor-
ity affairs and commuter programs,
said it is still too early for Hopwood
to have had any type of significant
effect.
"At the time (of the ruling), stu-
dents had previously made up their
minds where they were going," he
said. "I think as time goes on, we will
start seeing more students leaving
Texas. It may be a couple of years
before we see anything significant."
Atwood said TCU's numbers also
are "due to the extraordinary contri-
butions of current students and fac-
ulty. It's a team effort across the
university in trying to accept students
of higher caliber."
He said their goal is to "attract
quality students. This will continue
to be a goal for us."
Southern Methodist University
Minority enrollment at Southern
Methodist University dropped nearly
2 percent among first-time freshmen,
falling from 21.9 percent in the 1996
fall semester to 19.98 percent this
fall.
Robert Hogeda, senior associate
director of admissions, said the uni-
versity definitely felt the effects of
the Hopwood case.
"(We received) slightly fewer
applications than last year so it trans-
lated into slightly fewer admissions,"
he said. "Our admissions policy
didn't really have to change. The big
Buy One 6" Reg. Sub,
Get One Free*
• of equal or lesser value
with purchase of a medium drink
Offer Expires Oct. 31, 1997
change came in scholarship and
financial aid."
Hogeda said this was because the
university had previously awarded
some race-based full-tuition scholar-
ships. Such a practice is no longer
legal.
Everett Winters, executive assis-
tant to the president and director of
affirmative action, said the university
"started looking at some schools we
hadn't (looked at) before in the (Dal-
las Independent School District) and
some down in Houston.
"For many ethnic minority stu-
dents, we weren't maximizing
SMU's desire to diversify," Winters
said.
Officials at the university said they
had been expecting a 15 percent
minority population this fall.
"Our success is attributed to the
relationships we've built over the
past three years as well as to the extra
efforts on the part of our staff," Win-
ters said.
University of Texas at Austin
Ed Sharpe, vice president for
administration and public affairs,
said, "The challenges that we're fac-
ing here in Texas is one of the trou-
bling aspects.
"We compete for (minority) stu-
dents nationally but can't take that
into account in the admissions pro-
cess or the financial aid process. One
of the most troubling aspects is that it
(Hopwood) doesn't apply across the
nation."
First-time freshman class minor-
ity enrollment for the university
dropped from 32.1 percent in 1996 to
31.3 percent this fall. Beginning this
fall, applicants to UT were required
to include an essay with their appli-
cation for admission.
Sharpe said the university wanted
to look beyond high school records
and SAT scores.
The most significant change had
to do with House Bill 588, Sharpe
said.
This states that Texas residents
who have completed high school and
all regular applications to the univer-
sity will automatically be admitted if
they're in the top 10 percent of their
graduating high school class.
"We're working hard to imple-
ment that, and we will be putting a
lot of focus on the top 10 percent,"
he said. Sharpe said the decrease in
minority enrollment was not as sig-
nificant as university officials had
feared.
"We felt that the fall-to-fall data
were more positive and more heart-
ening than a lot of people thought it
would be," he said.
Texas A&M University
Texas A&M University saw 1.2
percent fewer minorities in their
first-time freshmen this fall. In 1996,
the student body was 17.9 percent
minorities, compared to the current
16.7 percent minority population.
A&M President Ray M. Bowen
said in a news release, "The antici-
pated impact of the Hopwood deci-
sion on new freshmen is evident in
the percentage decrease of both Afri-
can-Americans and Hispanics
enrolled at the College Station cam-
pus this fall."
In 1996, the first-time freshman
class had 230 African-American stu-
dents and 713 Hispanic students.
This fall, there were 178 African-
Americans and 607 Hispanics.
Mary Jo Powell, A&M's associate
director of university relations, said
the university placed more students
in an automatic review category so
several factors other than standard-
ized test scores and high school
standings could be taken into
account.
"We are working, and we will
continue to work on a number of
plans to increase our minority stu-
dent enrollment," she said. "We've
all shared the effects of Hopwood."
"Everything will change next year
with the new legislation," she said,
referring to House Bill 588.
The university will do a study of
students who chose to attend A&M
to determine the reason for their
choice.
Baylor University
The first-time freshmen at Baylor
University are 20.1 percent minori-
ties this fall, a decrease from 21 per-
cent in 1996.
Stan Madden, Baylor's vice presi-
dent for university marketing, said,
"We were fighting to not have a sig-
nificant drop. We feel where we are
is very positive, and we're very
happy.
"There is relief that there was not a
precipitous drop," he said.
Madden said the greatest chal-
lenge Hopwood presented to them,
similar to the effects felt at SMU,
was in the area of scholarships. For
many years, the minority population
hovered around the 12 percent mark.
He said to make gains, the univer-
sity began using minority scholar-
ships, but Hopwood made such
scholarships illegal.
"We worked hard not to lose
ground. We kind of hustled and we
talked to minority students and told
them that we'd be able to work with
them. We really leveled with them,"
Madden said.
Like SMU recruiters, those at
Baylor began spending more time in
schools with predominantly minority
student populations.
Madden said he felt the students
responded well to the additional
attention.
"We sharpened what we knew
about where the very best students
were," he said.
He said the university will con-
tinue to work hard to promote diver-
sity among its students.
"We're not counting on much help
from anything (else)," he said,
speaking of House Bill 588.
Texas Tech University
Of the six universities contacted,
Texas Tech University experienced
the greatest drop in minority enroll-
ment for the first-time freshmen:
16.2 percent this fall compared to
19.1 percent in the fall of 1996.
Officials at Texas Tech could not
be reached for comment.
First-year statistics show that the
circuit court's decision has had its
effect on schools across Texas.
With admissions staffs working to
ensure diverse student bodies, this
effect could be contained to the 1997
freshmadclass.
However, one Baylor official said
it is more likely that "this whole
Hopwood thing will end up on the
front steps of the (U.S.) Supreme
Court someday."
Minority Student Numbers Fall
1996
Baylor: 161 African American,
184 Hispanic, 161 Asian/Pacific
Islander, 16 American Indian/Alas-
kan Native
SMU: 85 African American, 118
Hispanic, 59 Asian American, 5
Native American
A&M: 230 African American,
713 Hispanic, 177 Asian American,
24 American Native
TCU: 328 African American, 409
Hispanic, 171 Asian American, 49
American Indian
UT: 162 African American, 772
Hispanic, 814 Asian American, 27
Native American
Texas Tech: 271 African Ameri-
can, 755 Hispanic, 150 Asian Ameri-
can, 26 American Indian
Fall 1997
Baylor: 143 African American,
158 Hispanic, 166 Asian/Pacific
Islander, 16 American Indian/Alas-
kan Native
SMU: 84 African American, 101
Hispanic, 60 Asian American, 5
Native American
A&M: 178 African American,
607 Hispanic, 224 Asian American,
29 American Native
TCU: not available
UT: 163 African American, 807
Hispanic, 1,078 Asian American, 33
Native American
Texas Tech: 215 African Ameri-
can, 590 Hispanic, 152 Asian Ameri-
can, 24 American Indian
I.
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Fraternities get tapped for under-aged drinking
Staff Editorial The Chronicle (Duke U.)
09/25/97
(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. -- For
years, on-campus fraternities have been
doing a large portion of the undergradu-
ate population a mighty big favor: they
have supplied, free of charge, alcohol by
the truckload.
Recently, however, serving as the
bearer of the beer has become a danger-
ous and thankless job.
Fraternities nationwide are being held
legally responsible for the actions not
only of their members but of their guests,
and the lawsuits and insurance bills are
mounting. For too long, fraternities have
carried the responsibility for the campus'
social desires despite the omnipresent
risks to their own existence as living
groups. They have watched as eager
freshmen trek to West Campus each year
in search of alcohol-which they find,
drink and then leave.
Fraternity sections have essentially
become weekend watering holes for hun-
gry freshmen.
Here at the University, the once-proud
system has been knocked on its heels by
accusations of racism, sexism and insti-
tution decadence. The attacks are not
blasphemy, but neither are they gospel:
Fraternities are as responsible for the
campus' perception of them as anybody
else, but the innumerable positive aspects
of such groups rarely receive the kind of
attention their misdeeds seem to grab.
Everyone has seemingly forgotten that
fraternities do not exist only for social
purposes-they also provide lifetime
friendships, memorable late-night con-
versations and hours, days and weeks of
community service.
All the more gratifying and under-
standable, then, is the likely outcome of
the Interfraternity Council's meeting
tomorrow: Executive council members
expect to approve a major adjustment in
IFC policy that will effectively ban open
distribution of alcohol by fraternities.
And ban it they should-for their own
good as well as for the good of the cam-
pus. The institution of the new restric-
Kinder, gentler Animal House
By Mat Herron, Kentucky Kernel
(U-WIRE) LEXINGTON, Ky. -- For
social fraternities, parties could cost more
than a vicious hangover.
Because of an increasing number of law-
suits nationwide, insurance companies are
cracking down on the Greeks by charging
higher premiums for liability insurance.
Companies such as Lloyds of London,
which insures the Lambda Chi Alpha fra-
ternity at UK, are now looking more
closely at past behaviors and problems of
the chapters it insures.
"For the first time, the fraternities are
seeing the light," said Joel Epstein, con-
sulting attorney at the Higher Education
Center for Alcohol and Other Drug Preven-
tion. "The companies are saying, 'You
have to learn to manage the risk.—
This risk of injury has not always been
well-managed, Epstein said. At the Univer-
sity of Idaho in 1993, 18-year-old Alpha
Phi social sorority member Regena
Coghlan was left paralyzed after falling
from a balcony. She had been at two frater-
nity parties before that fall, one that was
titled "50 Ways to Lose Your Liver."
One school, Bowdoin College, in Maine,
has proposed that its Greek System be
expelled by 2000, and the National Frater-
nity Conference is trying to get 800 chap-
ters to go alcohol-free by that year, Epstein
said.
The liability insurance covers "a slip, a
fall, some type of accident that occurs
within the premises of the fraternity," said
Tony Hayden, president of the Interfrater-
nity Council and a member of Sigma Nu
social fraternity.
According to a 1991 risk management
report from Phi Gamma Delta Interna-
tional, if a fraternity member knowingly
violates the law, i.e. serves alcohol to
minors, etc., and a claim is filed as a result
of an accident, the insurance company may
not have to pay.
Most claims filed against fraternities
result from fights or falls from high places,
according to the spring 1997 edition of
Knightly News, published by Sigma Nu.
The lowest number of claims are filed for
hazing incidents.
Several national fraternities have taken
steps toward making their member chap-
ters substance-free to avoid skyrocketing
premiums.
According to Fraternal Law, a publica-
tion from the Manley, Burke, Lipton and
Cook law firm, fraternities are the sixth-
riskiest to insure, ranking behind hazardous
waste disposal companies and ahead of
engineers, doctors and lawyers.
In 1987, fraternities and sororities
formed the Fraternity Insurance Purchasing
Group, a nationwide group to which a
majority of Greeks belong, Hayden said. In
the first three years the group existed,
member fraternities and sororities devel-
oped a loss-premium ratio so high that
insurance companies were losing 26 cents
for every dollar it paid'out for claims, Hay-
den said.
Almost all chapters at UK belong to this
insurance group, with the exception of
about four or five. For those four or five
that don't, their nationals have instituted a
policy similar to the group's, Hayden said.
Ultimately, chapters may have to do
away with alcohol if for any other reason
than to keep from going bankrupt, he said.
"Either go dry and (pay lower premi-
ums)," Hayden said, "or stay wet and
(companies) are going to hike them up so
high that only the biggest, richest chapters
will be able to afford them."
tions would bring IFC in line with
University policy as well as state law.
This policy change would provide IFC
with a valuable bargaining chip as the
University ponders a residential over-
haul. Administrative pressure to reform
has placed fraternities on the defensive
for much of the residential conversation;
this move would prove their willingness
to compromise and focus attention
appropriately on their contributions to
the University community.
Parties this past weekend demonstrated
in advance what a campus without open
distribution could look like: Both the
Kappa Alpha order and the Delta Sigma
Phi fraternity held successful parties
while passing out little or no alcohol.
Such weekends could perhaps become
rare, and a great deal of on-campus par-
tying could retreat behind closed doors.
But the intention of the policy change is
not to stop students from drinking; the
idea is to change fraternities' reputations
and take the responsibility for those who
do drink off their backs.'
Although the policy will likely result
in more of the University social life shift-
ing to off-campus houses and bars, pos-
ing obvious safety questions, it all comes
back to responsibility: By asking IFC-
and the University-to freely permit distri-
bution and consumption of alcohol on
campus, dissenters are asking that
responsibility for their actions be
removed from their own shoulders and
placed on those who have no duty what-
soever to take it.
IFC's proposed changes also provide
the chance to develop a thriving college
town reminiscent of the University of
North Carolina's Franklin Street. With
partying cloistered inside campus walls,
the notion was quixotic; after Thursday's
vote, it could be in the cards.
If it does indeed change its distribution
policy tomorrow, IFC deserves what it
has too infrequently received: praise.
Indiana student death
prompts medical precautions
By Aline Mendelsohn, Indiana Daily Student
(U-WIRE) BLOOMINGTON, Ind. --
Wednesday, the state health department
announced that Briscoe Quadrangle freshman
Benjamin Mom, 18, who died Tuesday from
bacterial meningitis, also had the virus hepati-
tis A.
The IU Health Center is attempting to notify
those who might have contracted the hepatitis
A. Before 4 p.m. Wednesday, the Center
worked with about 60 students who were con-
cerned about contracting meningitis. The
Health Center encourages those students to
consider receiving an immune globulin shot
for hepatitis A, a virus.
RJ officials said symptoms of hepatitis A
include sore throat, headache, runny nose,
muscle pains, fever, nausea, vomiting and
reduced appetite, but most patients recover
with the immunoglobulin shot. Those who
believe they might be infected with this virus
should report to the Health Center to receive a
shot.
In the days following the death, numerous
students expressed worries about the risk of
contracting meningitis.
But Hugh Jessop, director of the IU Health
Center, reiterated the probability of infection is
low.
It is important for the entire student body to
know that this disease is not highly contagious,
and unless you spent hours upon hours con-
fined with him, there is no risk, he said. People
should relax.
Those who had direct contact - including
kissing, coughing, sneezing and sharing food
or beverages - with Moore within seven days
of the illness are at risk, Jessop said. These
individuals should report to the Health Center
for a strong antibiotic treatment. Those indi-
viduals who had been in close contact with
Moore are taking a two-day dose of Rifadin
pills.
If there are students flipping out about this,
then they can (go through the treatment). But
again, it is unlikely, Jessop said.
Meanwhile, Briscoe Quadrangle residents
are reacting to Tuesdays tragedy.
It was pure panic, freshman Mandy Hoeing
said. Everyone was shocked and afraid. We
heard that (the disease) was spreading and peo-
ple were being taken to the hospital. It was
reality. You don't think about something like
that happening.
In an effort to assuage student fears and
eliminate rumors, mandatory floor meetings
were conducted Tuesday evening. Counselors
were available for consultation, said Bruce
Jacobs, assistant vice chancellor for the
Department of Residential Programs and Ser-
vices.
The floor meetings served partly to deter-
mine what kind of action students deem neces-
sary to cope with the death.
We want to address their issues and con-
cerns, and find out what support they need, he
said. Were still working with that and setting it
up. In the past, we have held memorials for
students. We are going to see what the students
need.
Kenneth Gros Louis, University vice presi-
dent and Bloomington chancellor, expressed
condolences for those touched by Moore's
death.
The entire campus community extends its
sympathy to Benjamin Moore's family - that is
uppermost in our minds, he said. Steps have
been taken to ensure that students and friends
affected by Benjamin's death receive all help
necessary.
Penn State needs to encourage showing of art films
By Collegian Staff Daily Collegian
(U-WIRE) STATE COLLEGE, Penn. -- Hoping to see
L.A. Confidential? Chances are this fine "art" film won't
be playing in downtown State College. The only hope is
that it will play on campus.
The downtown theaters must work within certain con-
straints, not the least of which is money. They can't be
expected to bring in the smaller, less commercial films
when they have to fill a couple hundred seats opening
night.
That leaves the University to showcase diverse films for
a student audience. Part of the job of any university is to
open up students to new ideas, to expose them to other cul-
tures and to make them think. Of course, students them-
selves have to take advantage of these films, and they must
not always settle for the cookie-cutter movies that make up
the "mainstream." The more students that do that, the
more attention the University will give on-campus films.
Unfortunately here at Penn State, the University seems
to be falling behind.
Only two organizations on campus, the Association of
Residence Hall Students and the Graduate Student Associ-
ation, present films on a regular basis.
The University needs to either allocate more money to
another organization to show films, or give more money to
the GSA.
The GSA does a great job of bringing independent and
foreign films to the campus. It not only presents cult films
such as Clerks and Reservoir Dogs but also manages to
showcase lesser known works such as Once Were Warriors
and The White Balloon.
Even better, the GSA originally charged for most of its
films, but money allocated by the University allows GSA
to show its films free now.
At the other end of the spectrum is the HUB Late Night
and ARHS cinema. These groups show popular films
aimed to draw the largest audience. The films HUB Late
Night and ARHS show are great for those students who
want to see them, and certainly a lot do want to see them.
But there's still a great many people who have no inter-
est in seeing a film as offensive to some as Con Air or
Showgirls, especially if it might have just played down-
town .a few months ago.
For those students there's only the GSA, which can
manage two films a weekend.
That leaves a number of films that don't make it to the
area until they come out on video, which is the worst way
to see a good film.
The options should not be so limited to a University
with tens of thousands of students and a respected film
school.
The size of the audience shouldn't matter when the Uni-
versity is trying to provide an alternative to the movies
downtown.
Films are an important entertainment form in our cul-
ture, and a University as large as Penn State should offer
more than three campus films each weekend.
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I can hear the joy in her voice.
Somehow, the way she stated the
normal events of the day told me
she was happy. Perhaps, it is
because I have known her for so
long that I am able to detect her
mood over the 1,400 mile distance
between her and me. This strange
telepathy across the cold technol-
ogy of phone lines is a necessity
and a quickly learned ability when
the ones you love live far away.
It would be easier to tell her
mood and the reasons for it if I
could see her when she speaks.
Her subtle motions speak volumes
on topics that her words will never
express. I have found that you
learn more about the thought a per-
son wants to express when you see
them talk. His/her motions, words
and inflections work simulta-
neously to express a thought in as
nearly complete of a form as possi-
ble.
No one can ever know another's
complete thought because of the
limits of human communication.
Thoughts are never merely com-
posed of words, speech, or pictures.
They are not bound to time, dimen-
sion, or reality. They constantly
change while you are try-
ing to express a small
portion of their meaning.
To make up for the losses,
the receiver of the mes-
sage must interpret the
missing parts. This
requires upon that per-
son's history and knowl-
edge which, of course,
will be different from the
communicator.
We can see the limita-
tions of communication
from the merely physical
perspective, but, add to
that any other means 
receiver's part must be used.
The more the thought is filtered,
the more the accuracy of interpreta-
tion decreases. As we can see
through e-mail and other written
texts, feelings about subjects can be
lost or easily misinterpreted if the
the original thought. It has been
rehashed and re-evaluated and is
not the thought I originally
intended to express when I said that
I wanted to write this article to the
mighty and benevolent features
editor.
What you are reading is
an abused version of the
original thought. It has
been rehashed and re-
evaluated and is not the
thought I originally
intended to express.
through which we are trying to
communicate and greater difficul-
ties will arise. My example of the
phone shows how other dimen-
sions of expression can be filtered
out through technology. When you
have less means of attaining infor-
mation on a thought that someone
is trying to communicate, more
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writer doesn't make damn sure his/
her statements are not easily misin-
terpreted.
The problem of preparing a form
of communication is the constraint
of time to the expression of
thought. The very act of prepara-
tion distorts your expression and
deforms the message. What you
are reading is an abused version of
Some would say that
the Internet creates a new
community through new
means of communication,
that our world is being
brought closer together.
However, a forum that is




other. They believe that
their worlds are more
similar because they are
left to interpret as much.
The worst part of the
Internet is that people are
beginning to spend more time in
this "half-communication" and are
spending less time with actual peo-
ple (actual people being defined as
those you have no doubt as to their
meaning).
We find life difficult as we move
away from places and people we
know and try to cope through the
filtered methods of communica-
tion that humans have invented.
Despite this utilization of innova-
tion we find ourselves still wanting
a greater communication. We
should look to communicate with
those around us more than to text
representations of beings we can't
prove exist.
Bob Voros ME '98 Hear Bob
communicate his inconsis-
tent thought every Friday
night/ Saturday morning,
12:00am til 2:00am. On 90.5
WMHD.
INDIANA THEATRE









with Travolta & Cage
Call for Show Times
Wild AmericaPr—G-13i,
with Jonathon Taylor Thomas
Call for Show Times
What exactly is going on here, Rose-Hulman?
Joel Gillespie
Editor-in-Chief
Whenever the stuff starts hit-
the fan, every Rose student
Is to rationalize why they pay
ige sums of money to slave
'ough what should be the best
,ar years of their life. At
,ose times, I usually turn to
y belief that this is a place
here people treat each other
ad their school with more
xency and respect than most
,! her colleges and, certainly,
I le Real World.
Ti However, as time passes,
lat feeling is fading. Several
icent events have confirmed
y suspicion that Rose is tak-
a turn for the worse. If
9 ide or at least common sense
in't return quickly, we will
I. on be on a- level with the
-ger schools .we take such
64 light in looking down our
ti ses at now;
t: Let's begin with the bonfire.
a. trtainly, it's a silly tradition
just like all the other silly Rose
traditions that have been junked
over the years (beanies, haz-
ing, being all-male). However,
even on a campus as lacking in
diversity as ours, it's the lone
activity where the entire
student body works
together toward one goal.
When the bonfire ceased to
be a freshman-only pursuit
last year, it should have
been a chance to accom-
plish something as a cam-
pus, and there were
glimpses of how cool that
would be.
This time around, on the
other hand, it has been
somewhat less than a uni-
fied effort. Most people
know that the structure has
been knocked down four
for an hour every day, and who-
ever is responsible for knocking
it down apparently doesn't
understand or respect the
amount of time and effort








times in the last ten days.
hope that this is because of
some misunderstanding about
the tradition having changed,
but this is not a very real possi-
bility. It has been difficult
enough just to get the structure
built without having to rebuild
Respect for other people's
time, property, and well-being
is a very important part of
keeping our campus healthy.
These are some very basic
tenets of human interaction,
and they need to be obeyed.
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happens when these aspects are
ignored is the amount of theft
which has occurred recently. In
the past couple of weeks, two
professors' offices have been
broken into, two freshmen lap-
tops have been stolen,
and several cars have
been broken into in cam-
pus parking lots. These
incidents continue to
threaten the open-door
policy in the residence
halls and academic build-
ings which was a way of
life when I was a fresh-
man.
Without being able to
trust our fellow resi-
dents, the atmosphere in
our residence halls will
wall of closedbecome a
doors, just like at almost
every other college. The goals
of community and floor unity
are challenging enough with-
out the barriers which mistrust
erects. The homework help,
late-night conversations, and
general interaction which we
enjoy now would be a thing of
the past.
I can remember being able to
walk into Olin, Moench, and
Crapo Halls at nearly any hour
of the night just three years
ago, but now those buildings
are locked up tight before mid-
night. I'll grant that these mea-
sures are probably to defend
against off-campus perpetra-
tors, but their effects are still
felt by the student body.
Rose has always provided its
students with a good technical
education, but what is really
important is the social develop-
ment that occurs over the
course of four years here.
Campus unity and mutual
respect are very important to
this development, but they are
being threatened. I hope that
Rose's students will rededicate
themselves to being productive
campus citizens and reverse the
trends which seem to be endan-
gering the campus atmosphere
which I hold dear.
A Freshman's view of Rush
Brad Swearingen
Thorn Columnist
As a freshman, rush is an
experience like no other encoun-
tered before. As the entourage
of "Dorm Storming" frat guys
infiltrate our hallways, we must
somehow objectively or subjec-
tively choose the ones we like. I
have come to the conclusion that
fraternities have at least one
thing in common. Last year they
all believe they won the Greek
games.
The guys from my floor and I
visited all the fraternities, and
most of them said that they
either won Greek games last
year, the last five years, or the
last thirty years.
I guess the other thing they
have in common is that most of
them have the highest GPA of all
the fraternities. I suppose that's
possible if you averaged the
GPA's of each brother at a fra-
ternity. It's not that far fetched.
The neatest thing that they all
have in common, though, is that
most of them are the only ones
to have network connections out
of all the other fraternities.
Now that we freshmen have
gathered all of this colorful
insight, it is very easy to tell the
difference between the fraterni-
ties and which is best for us.
Because we all know that the
amount of achievements a frater-
nity accomplishes is going to
influence our decision, it's
highly unlikely that we may
choose one because we get along
well with the guys in the frater- And so on.... Now all the fra-
nity. ternities aren't like this. There
Now that we have chosen the are those that I get along with
fraternity that has the most and I can talk with, but other-
achievements, we met the guys. wise this is pretty much it.
All, and I do mean all, of the I can say one good thing about
conversations I've had with the Rush, though, at least it isn't as
fraternities are extraordinarily bad as New Games.
interesting. Here's an example
conversation:




(Stand there for a while)





(Stand there for a while)
(Stand there for a while)
John: "So you play any
sports?"
Brad: "Basketball and tennis
in high school."
John: "Any at Rose?"
Brad: "Nope"
John: "Oh, cool. Uhhh I think
one of the brothers is from Indy.
Hey, Joe, come here!"
(Joe enters)




(Stand there for a while)
John: "Nice meeting you,
Brad."
(John exits)
(Stand there for a while)
Joe: "So you play any
sports?"
Brad: "Basketball and tennis
in high school."
Joe: "Any at Rose?"
Brad: "Nope"
(Stand there a while)
Joe: "I think Ted played bas-
ketball, hold on a minute."
ti 
"Delicious!!"
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WMHD Picks of the Week
delightfully done by MJ Kratoska
Punk
Me First and the Gimme Gimmes Have a Ball
Have a Ba//is a really cool compilation of older popular songs. These songs
have been redone by a bunch of crazy punk rockers and the album is put out
by Fat Wreck Chords. Of course, Fat Mike heads up Fat Wreck Chords and
also plays bass on this album. "Leaving on a Jet Plane" and "Rocket Man"
have to be my favorite tracks on Have a Ball Punk rockers love to do covers,
and these guys probably picked some of the coolest songs to cover.
"Uptown Girl" and "Me & Julio Down by the Schoolyard" are also some
great tunes on this album.
Ska
Conehead Buddha Put It On!
This is the band that played this year's St. Mary-of-the-Woods Porch Dance.
I was unable to attend the dance, but I heard that they put on an impressive
live show There are only five songs on this CD, but they are all pretty good.
The songs are mostly made up of slower ska, not the more popular punk-
type ska. These guys aren't on any major label yet, but that doesn't mean
they aren't any good. And hey, if you listen to them now, when they get pop-
ular, you can tell everyone that you heard them a long time ago. Everyone










reminds me of every




at the sight of her
I feel incomplete,
needing more
than I can ask for
So I keep my heart
at a distance,
or just out of reach.
Art and dhelia'es.
barber anci. city ..irvt?
1919 Maple Ave 232-1687
Open 6 Days A Week 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Old School Punk
Various Artists We Will Fall
• t:N
Here we have the tribute to Iggy Pop. Iggy is one of the most influential art-
ists of the late 60's and throughout the 70's and 80's. He has even been called
the "Godfather of Punk." A lot of today's artists got together to cover some
of his more famous songs. The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Blanks 77, Super-
drag, and even Sugar Ray are doing songs on this album. Joan Jett does a
really good version of "Wild Child." The best thing about this album is that
some of the profits go to LIFEBeat, which is the music industry's charity to
fight HIV/AIDS.
More Ska
Various Artists Give En; the Boot
This is an awesome new compilation of mostly ska artists. There are about
twenty songs on here, and every single one of them is great Some of the
bands that take part on this album are Rancid, The Pietasters, VooDoo Glow
Skulls, and Dropkick Murphy's. Union 13 does a super cool rendition of
"Roots Radicals" in Spanish. Dropkick Murphy's "Barroom Heroes" is
totally my favorite song on here. The full ska-spectrum is covered on this
album, from old school to new school punk/ska. This has to be one of the
most listened-to CDs that I know of right now.
Rose-likeastam Horoscopes
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)
If it's round, you want it. If it's
shiny, be sure to let it go. If it's
digestible, make sure you chew. Only
if Plato had these three rules to live by.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21)
You can forget about monkeys
for the rest of the year. Instead
try butter. Lots and lots of butter. No
questions.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
There is a boutique in your
future. Several, in fact. Many, if
you're not careful. Go out to Wal-
Mart and buy some underwear-you
smell.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
44 Peppercorn ranch dressing is asure winner when entertaining
drunken sailors. One question: why is
there a naval base in the middle of
Indiana? Have answers by Tuesday.
41
 Cancer (June 22 - July 22)
Let the Taurus in your house-
hold have the round things.
You're more interested in cubes, nice
shiny, pretty cubes. How sweet.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
It's difficult to see yourself with-
out a mirror or home video
camera. Maybe, if you try hard
enough and put forth your best effort,
you can take a picture with a camera
to see yourself, but be careful.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Sometimes you disgust yourself
when nobody's looking.
Believe me, you're disgusting all of the
time. Your key word of next week: Ska
Spectrum.
Gemini (May 21 - June 21)
If you're a female and pretty
upset, you'll most likely behave
like a mad woman. Truth is, nobody
cares about you because you're a big
geek.
Sagittarius (Nov, 22 - Dec. 21)
You'd be standing on the cor-
ner, corner of 12th Street and
Maryland. The worst thing is, you prob-
ably never learned how to read, so
you have no clue where you are.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
All of your ducks are finally in a
row. However, one shot and
you'll be having a feast. Deep fry
baby!
Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)
Some would call you an awful,
self-centered, self-righteous
person. Just say "screw 'em" because
you're right about everything.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
Gather some friends this week-
end and play Duck Duck
Goose. Isn't that what all of the col-
lege kids are doing these days? Drink
milk, but not straight off the cow.
-A Thron Service, for entertainment onlyHAIR CUTS $3.00
Sept. 29
Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Chemistry I (Lewis), 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.
Linux Meeting, Introduction To Linux, 6 p.m.
Oct. 2
Career Services Seminar, "How To Get Into The
Graduate School Of Your Choice," Donald Asher, Kahn
Room, 6:30 p.m.
Today and Tomorrow
Fri., Sept. 26—Homecoming Festivities:
* Alumni Golf Tournament, Hulman Links & Country
Club, 9 a.m.
* Women's Club Tour (St. Mary-of-the-Woods
College), 9:30 a.m.
* Heritage Roll Of Honor Luncheon (Solar Phantom
Team), Kahn Room, Noon
* Estate Planning Seminar, Conference Room,
Hulman Union, 4:30 p.m.
* Dedication Of Michael Percopo Career Services
Center, Hulman Union,
6:15 p.m.
* Fifty Plus Club Dinner, Kahn Rooms, Hulman
Union, 6:30 p.m.
* Pep Rally & Queen's Coronation, Cook Stadium,
8:30 p.m.
* Bonfire & Fireworks, East Of Phil Brown Field,
9:15 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 26—Soccer, Marian College, Jim Rendel
Field, 4 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 26—Women's Tennis, at Manchester College,
North Manchester, 4 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 26—Army ROTC Rifle Range Qualification,
U.S. Penitentiary, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 27—Homecoming Festivities:
* Alumni Awards Brunch, Vonderschmitt Dining
Room, 8:30 a.m.
* Alumni Baseball Game, Art Nehf Field, 9:30 a.m.
* Alumni Soccer Match, Jim Rendel Field, 10 a.m.
* Men's & Women's Cross Country, Vincennes
University, Cook Stadium, 10:30 a.m.
* Departmental Open Houses, Throughout Campus, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m.
* Sports & Recreation Center Open House, 11 to 1
p.m.
* Resident Assistant Reunion, WORX, Hulman
Union, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
* Admissions' Alumni Information Session, Moench
Hall, E-104, 11 a.m.
* Student Project Displays, Front Of Sports &
Recreation Center, 11:30 a.m.
* Volleyball, Earlham College, Hulbert Arena, Noon
* Class Agent Open House, Near Phil Brown Field,
Noon
* Parents' Association Concessions, Near Phil Brown
Field
* Homecoming Mums, Front Of Sports & Recreation
Center, Noon to 2 p.m.
* Civil Engineering Concrete Canoe Race, Speed
Lake, 12:45 p.m.
* Duplicate Bridge Tournament, Hulman Union, 1:30
p.m.
* Football, University of Chicago, Phil Brown Field, 2
p.m.
* Sports & Recreation Center Open House, 5:30-6:30
p.m.
* Homecoming Reception/Dinner, Vonderschmitt
Dining Room, 5:30 p.m.
* Homecoming Dance, Vonderschmitt Dining Room,
7:30 p.m.
;at., Sept. 27—Women's Tennis, at Anderson University,
Anderson, Ind., 11 a.m.
'at., Sept. 27—Catholic Mass, Hulman Union, 7 p.m.
September 28-October 4
.. ;un., Sept. 28—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Chemistry I (Lewis), 0-259,7:30-9 p.m.
Mon., Sept. 29—Linux Meeting, Introduction To Linux, 6
p.m.
. Vlon., Sept. 29—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
40Pnr.o,gsreapmt.,2P9_chysicars eIe(rSusnervgaric)e, 
Services Interviews: e:w3 0-9Frpiroay
'ues., Sept. 30—Computer Science Seminar, Richard
Taylor of Rose-Hulman, 0-159, 10:50 a.m. 
,i. lies., Sept. 30—Physics & Applied Optics Faculty
Seminar Series:
September 28-October 4(continued)
* Nilgun Sungar, CL-119, 4:20 p.m.
* Rob Bunch, CL-119, 4:35 p.m.
* Azad Siahmakoun, CL-119, 4:50 p.m.
* Art Western, CL-119, 5:05 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 30—SGA Meeting, GM Room, 5:30 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 30—Career Services Fundamentals Workshop,
Kahn Room, 4:30 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 30—Volleyball, DePauw University, Hulbert
Arena, 7 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 30—Explore Engineering Meeting (Bottle
Rockets), Moench Auditorium, 6 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 30—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Calculus I (Abrouk), G-308, 7:30-9 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 30—Career Services Interviews: Frito-Lay
Wed., Oct. 1—President's Administrative Council, Kahn
Banquet Room, 8 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 1—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Programs: Chemistry I (Lewis), 0-259,7:30-9 p.m.;
Physics I (Sungar), 0-159,7:30-9 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 1—Career Services Interviews: American Electric
Power
Thur., Oct. 2—Career Services Seminar, "How To Get Into
The Graduate School Of Your Choice," Donald Asher,
Kahn Room, 6:30 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 2—Volleyball, at Anderson University, Anderson,
7 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 2—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Calculus I (Abrouk), G-308, 7:30-9 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 2—Career Services Interviews: Grain Processing
Corp., American Electric Power
Thur., Oct. 2—Career Services Information Session:
Andersen Consulting, PA Room, Hulman Union, 6,7 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 3—Graduate School Seminar, Moench Auditorium,
10 a.m.
Fri., Oct. 3—Women's Tennis, at ICAC Tournament,
Franklin, 9 a.m.
Fri., Oct. 3—Volleyball, Oakland City University, Hulbert
Arena, 7 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 3—Army ROTC Ranger Challenge Competition, at
Camp Custer, Mich.
Fri., Oct. 3—Career Services Interviews: Westvaco Corp.,
The Trane Company
Sat., Oct. 4—Football, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville, 2
p.m. (Game Broadcast On WJSH-AM, 1300)
Sat., Oct. 4—Women's Tennis, at ICAC Tournament,
Franklin, 9 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 4—Soccer, at MacMurray College, Jacksonville,
III., 3 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 4—Army ROTC Ranger Challenge Competition, at
Camp Custer, Mich.
October 5-11
Sun., Oct. 5—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Chemistry I (Lewis), 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.
Sun., Oct. 5—Army ROTC Ranger Challenge Competition,
at Camp Custer, Mich.
Mon., Oct. 6—Night Midterm Exam, Computer Science
100 (CS100 A, 0-257; CS100 B, 0-259), 7-9 p.m.
Mon., Oct. 6—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Physics I (Sungar), 0-159, 7:30-9 p.m.
Mon., Oct. 6—Career Services Interviews: Advanced
Automation Technologies
Mon., Oct. 6—Career Services Information Session:
Rockwell Avionics & Communications,Heritage Room,
Hulman Union, 6-8 p.m.; Boeing-St. Louis, Performing
Arts Room, Hulman Union, 5-7 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 7—Institute Meeting, E-104, 4:30 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 7—Soccer, Franklin College, Jim Rendel Field,
3:30 p.m. (ICAC)
Tues., Oct. 7—Career Services Techniques Workshop
(Makeup Date), Kahn Room, 4:30 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 7—Career Services Interview Workshop, Kahn
Room, 6:30 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 7—Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Program, Calculus I (Abrouk), G-308, 7:30-9 p.m.
October 5-11(continued)
Tues., Oct. 7—Career Services Interviews: Rockwell
Avionics & Communications, Boeing-St. Louis,
Nationsbanc-CRT, Optical Coating Labs
Tues., Oct. 7—Career Services Information Session:
Hughes Sensors & Communications Systems,
Faculty/Staff Dining Room, Hulman Union, 6-7
p.m.; Optical Coating Labs, Inc., Heritage Room,
Hulman Union, 6-8 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 8—President's Administrative Council,
Kahn Banquet Room, 8 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 8—Learning Center Supplemental Learning
Programs: Chemistry I (Lewis), 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.;
Physics I (Sungar), 0-159, 7:30-9 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 8—Career Services Interviews: Hughes
Electronics
Fri., Oct. 10—Volleyball, at Manchester College,
North Manchester, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 11—Midterm Progress Reports, Registrar's
Office, 11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 11—Football, at Anderson University,
Anderson, 1:30 p.m. (Broadcast On WJSH-AM
1300)
Sat., Oct. 11—Men's Cross Country, at Rhodes
Invitational, Memphis, Tenn., 11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 11—Women's Cross Country, at Oakland
City Invitational, Oakland City
Sat., Oct. 11—Women's Tennis, Greenville College/
Elmhurst College, Rea Park Courts, 10 a.m.
Submissions To
Campus Events
Events may be published in
Campus Events by any organization or
individual. Information on club
meetings, lectures/speeches, and
athletic events, including
announcements of times and locations
may be submitted to Campus Calendar,
in care of Dale Long, associate director
of communications, at Box 14 or
extension 8418. More detailed articles
containing plans, agendas, and specific
information should be submitted to the
Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by
Wednesday, at noon, in order to be
published in Campus Events in the
Rose Thorn on Friday.
The Admissions Office is
looking for students to serve
as overnight hosts for
prospective students. If
interested, please stop by the
Admissions Office in the front
of Moench Hall or call x8213.
Your club looking
to advertise?
• Place an inexpensive ad in the
Thorn!
If interested, call x8255
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team will try to avenge a lop-
sided loss from last season for
the second consecutive week
when they battle the University
of Chicago (1-1) in a 2 p.m.
Homecoming matchup on Satur-
day.
The Engineers pounded Mill-
saps, 37-17, in 95-degree heat
last Saturday in Jackson, Miss.
Rose traveled to Chicago last
season and committed six turn-
overs on their way to a 35-3 loss,
their third straight to start the
season. This season, the
Maroons have lost to defending
ICAC champion DePauw, 25-0,
and defeated Concordia (Ill.),
26-6.
Chicago boasts a massive
offensive line, averaging 260
pounds, which opened a lot of
holes for junior tailback Brandon
Way last week against Concor-
dia. Way rushed for. 122 yards
and two touchdowns on 20 car-
ries. Last season, Way pounded
out 1,019 yards on the ground.
The Maroons feature a 4-3 set
on defense, much like that of the
Engineers. Linebacker Brian
Mangan and Phil Duszczyk are
players to watch on that side of
the ball.
In order for Rose to celebrate
Homecoming with a victory, the
Engineers' offense must control
the ball like they did against
Millsaps. Big plays burned the
Engineers last season, so the
defense must contain Chicago.
"We should have some confi-
dence this week, and our kids
like playing at Homecoming,"
Engineer head coach Scott Dun-
can said.
Rose-Holman 37, Millsaps 17
Rose's offense amassed 38
minutes of possession time and
wore down the Majors' defense
on a hot, humid day on their way
to 502 yards of total offense and
a pleasantly surprising 37-17
victory. The win evened the
Engineers' mark at 1-1 on the
season.
Sophomore quarterback Eric
Hyten rushed for 153 yards and
completed 11 of 21 passes for
208 yards and three touchdowns
to lead the Engineer offense. The
three TD tosses equaled Hyten's
total for all of last season.
Rose jumped out to a 20-0
lead in the first half, and looked
poised to break the game open
late in the first half when they
drove to the Millsaps nine-yard
line. However, the Engineers
couldn't convert on fourth-and-
two and surrendered the ball on
downs. The Majors drove the
ball 91 yards in 1:15 to cut the
lead to 20-7 at the half.
Millsaps drew even closer on
their first drive of the second
half, when Mike McKenzie
plowed in from two yards out to
cut the Engineer lead to 20-14.
However, senior cornerback
Tony Hinkle returned the ensu-
ing kickoff 36 yards to set up an
Engineers score which put the
Freshman Jon Harris dives for a pass from sophomore Eric Hyten in the home opener
against Sewanee.
momentum back on Rose's side.
Two fumbles by Millsaps in
their next three drives led to two
Rose scores and sewed up the
game for the Engineers.
Rose's young corps of receiv-
ers had several spectacular div-
ing catches on the day, and six
different Engineers caught at
least one pass. Sophomores
Ricky Arnold and Josh Hulett
each caught three passes to lead
the team.
Sophomore fullback Andy
Effinger ran outside the tackles
more than in the Engineers'
opening loss against Sewanee,
and capitalized for 98 yards on
ICAC STANDINGS ICAC in Action
Team W L T
Hanover 3 0 0
DePauw 2 0 0
Manchester 2 0 0
Wabash 2 0 0
Rose-Hulman 1 1 0
Anderson 0 2 0
Franklin 0 2 0
U. of Chicago at Rose-Hulman, 2 p.m.
Anderson at Adrian, 12:30 p.m.
Albion at DePauw, 1:30 p.m.
Franklin at Lakeland, 1:30 p.m.
Hanover at Mt. St. Joseph, 1:30 p.m.
Bluffton at Manchester, 1:30 p.m.
Hope at Wabash, 1:30 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
ome to an all out good time at, ept. 7,
7:00 pm. We'll be here all night with songs
and stories around a fire, games, movies,
smores and more! (Oh, yea, we'll also be
roasting pigs for our fund raiser Pig Roast
on Sunday.) Stay for the whole night or
just part of it. Call or stop by to let us
know you can come. United Ministries
Center, 321 N. 7th St. 232-0186
Student Fellowship Dinner Thursday,
October 2, 5:00 pm United Ministries
Center, 321 N 7th St. 232-0186. Come for
fun and real, home cooked food! All
students welcome. Register by Oct. I.
The Campus & Community Luncheon
Series begins Wednesday, October 1 from
12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m. at the United
Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St.. The
theme for this series is Looking at
Biomedical Issues - Present and Future.
This week's presentation is The Beginning
Photo by John Straigis
22 carries.
On the defensive side, Hinkle
helped shut down the Majors'
short passing game with 14 tack-
les, mostly on slant patterns.
Freshman safety Justin Blomen-
berg intercepted a pass and
recovered a fumble in his first
start.
Rose-Hulman
Players of the Week
OFFENSE: Eric Hyten, QB, So. --
passed for 208 yards, 3 TDs, rushed
for 153 yards and 2 TDs.
DEFENSE: Tony Hinkle, CB, Sr. --
14 tackles, 2 pass deflections.
SPECIAL TEAMS: Matthew
Arnold, K, So. -- 4-5 on PATs, 29-
yard field goal.
Classified Advertisements
of Life by Dr. Debra Luegenbiehl,
Associate Professor, ISU School of
Nursing. Bring a sack lunch and join in the
discussion following the presentation.
CAMPUS & COMMUNITY LUNCHEON
SERIES Wednesday, October 8, 12:00
noon-1:00 p.m. Series theme: Looking at
Biomedical Issues - Present and Future.
This week: Genetic Technologies by Dr.
Roy Geib, Director, Terre Haute Center for
Medical Education. Bring your lunch, then
join in the discussion following the
presentation.
Students, faculty and staff are invited to
attend Morning Prayer in our chapel each
Tuesday morning at 9:00 am beginning
Sept. 23 United Ministries Center, 321 N.
7th St.
Are you a team player? Find out at the
Teams Course Sunday, Oct. 5. 2:00-5:00
pm. Meet at United Ministries Center, 321
N. 7th St. at 1:30 pm. to go to ISU's Field
Campus for outdoor activities and
exercises in team building. To register
call, 232-0186 by 9 pm Oct I.
Pig Roast fund raiser for United Ministries
Center, Sunday, September 28, 11:30 am-
2:00 pm at Centenary United Methodist
Church, 301 N. 7th St. Admission: $5 ($2
for children under 6). Pig-in-a-pouch
available for carr -out •urchase.
Efficiency for rent. $265/month. Very
nice; all utilities included. Call Sharp Flats
LLC 877-1146.
For Sale: 1989 Ford Escort. New tires,
new battery. PS, PB, Auto., Air. Asking
$1200. Inquire with Helen in the Union
Building.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Terre Haute call Toll
Free 1-800-2 I 8-9000 Ext A-12168 for
current listings.
GOV'T FORCLOSED HOMES from
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's.
REO's Terre Haute call Toll Free 1-800-218-
9000 Ext. H-12168 for current listings.
FOR SALE: Brown couch and chair, two end
tables, bean bag chair, desk, Soloflex with
attachments, ski machine, french horn,
cornet. Prices negotiable. Call (812) 268-
6285 with inquires.
EARN CASH! SAVE LIVES! by Donating
Life-Saving Blood Plasma. Earn $80 in 2
weeks by donating 4 times as a New or
Reactivated (6 months since last donation)
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' Women's tennis team
notches first victory
by Don Cole
iikT Thorn Sports Reporter
51-1- The Rose-Hulman women's
in nnis team recorded their first
ni n in the two year history of the
nrig ogram last Thursday against
) y9I 'Iney Central College.
oinu Junior Becky Smith and sopho-
31 Iore Christine Winters -both
itz ok straight set wins, 6-4, 6-4
0-6 I ad 6-0, 6-1, respectively. Sopho-
91 lore Sarah Wruck struggled
)1,y1 arly, losing the first set, but went
iw ,)1 ti to win her match 3-6, 6-2, 6-0.
In doubles action, Smith and
'Truck won 7-5, 6-2 and the duo
mit juniors Cathy Francis and
cky Schenk walked away with
figisi straight set 6-4, 6-0 win.
isiT That win did not give the team
uch momentum, however, as
9W '4 ey were defeated 6-1 by Bres-
S-V I, 7-2 by DePauw, and 6-2 by
mover over the weekend.
Francis, freshmen Amy Hentz
d Stacy Hubert all recorded
lgles victories last weekend
hide doubles victories went to
e duos of Winters and Smith
id Francis and Schenk.
The women's tennis team is the
ily athletic team not at home
'is weekend. They compete at
'AC opponents Manchester
,id Anderson today and tomor-
, w.
Junior Marcie Kam returns a serve in a match against Olney Cen-
tral. Kam lost her match 6-7 (9), 6-4, 6-2, but the team won 5-4.
Photo by John Straigis
Engineers shut-out at Principia
Host Marian College at Homecoming
by Peter Anderson
Thorn Sports Editor
The Engineers were shut out
two games at the Primcipia
)lvitational last weekend.
In the first game of the tourna-
lent, Rose fell to Fontbonne
ollege 2-0. Junior goalkeeper
I tau Toppin had four saves, but
ley couldn't get their offensive
ame going. Rose had 13 shots
n goal, three more than their
u:q ,pponents, but were unable to
Olt .:ore a goal.
11 In the second game of the
lin' Invitational, the Engineers lost
-0 to host Principia. The Engi-
• eers outshot their opponents
1-3, but Principia was able to
old on to an early goal for the
tctory as Rose failed to crack
• le scoring column for the sec-
rid consecutive game. The loss
drops the Engineers to 1-6 on
the year.
"We played our best match in
two or three years against Prin-
cipia, but we ran into a goalie
who was even better," head
coach Greg Ruark said.
The Engineers have benefited
this season with strong play
from two experienced goalkeep-
ers in Toppin and senior Cory
Willis. No team has scored more
than two goals in a game against
Rose. They have a combined
1.71 goals-against average.
The Engineers kick off the
Homecoming weekend with a
game against Marian College
today at 4:30 p.m. at Rendel
Field. Currently, Rose is 1-0 at
home.
"We look forward to playing
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Rose-Hulman (5-7) split their
two matches at the DePauw
Quadrangular this past week-
end, beating Brescia 3-0 in
their first match on Saturday
and losing to Marian 3-0 in
their second match. The results
put the Engineers' record at 5-6
for the season
Rose-Hulman 3, Brescia 0
The Engineers started things
off right at the Quadrangular by
beating Brescia College 15-4,
15-4, 15-11. Sophomore Beth
Nixon contributed 13 kills to
the Engineer effort, while soph-
omore Molly Lambert had 16
digs. Freshman Jenny McGuire
had 19 assists and freshman-
Christine Trossman had 8
blocks.
Davis was very pleased with
her team's all-around perfor-
mance.
"We were consistent the
whole game," she said. "We
were consistent in our passing,
and our total game came
together. It was our best match
of the whole season."
Marian 3, Rose-Hulman 0
Rose concluded the Quadran-
gular by dropping their match
to Rose-Hulman Invitational
champion Marian 15-6, 15-7,
15-4. Nixon once again led the
team with 8 kills, while fresh-
man Maggie Lowry led in digs
with 8. Lowry also shared the
lead in blocks with Brooke
Enochs with 2 block each. Kate
Buchanan led the team with 12
assists, and McGuire had the
Engineers' sole ace of the Qua-
drangular.
"They were a very consistent
team," Davis said of Marian,
who seemed to take advantage
of every single mistake the
Engineers made. "But we
learned a lot from that match.
Marian is one of the toughest
schools we'll play all season."
When asked if she saw any
improvements since the Rose-
Hulman Invitational, Davis
answered, "Yes, I did." The
team is still inconsistent, she
noted, but, "...we're coming
together; we're meshing as a
team."
St. Joseph's 3, Rose-Hulman 0
The Engineers dropped their
third straight match at the new
Hulbert arena Tuesday, losing
to St. Joseph's 15-4, 15-13, 15-
5. The Division II squad was
"...a very beatable team," in
Davis' opinion.
Buchanan aced the opposi-
tion twice, and contributed 12
assists in the losing effort.
Enochs led the team in kills
with 10 and blocks with 4.
McGuire had 13 digs, which
also led the squad.
Despite having two players
out with injuries - Lowry and
Lambert, Davis still thought
that this was a match the Engi-
neers should have won.
"We lacked some communi-
cation," said Davis, "I saw
some positive things, but we're
still inconsistent."
The Engineers host Earlham
tomorrow at noon.
Cross Country ready for Homecoming
by Ryan Loftus
Thorn Sports Reporter
The men's and women's
cross country teams will enter-
tain a home crowd tomorrow as
they challenge Vincennes. The
action starts at 10:30 a.m. by
the football field.
The men's team placed third
and women fourth at Principia
College in an eight team meet
this past Saturday.
Bessie Fulk led the women's
team with a fourteenth place
finish, running a time of 22:02
on the 5K course. Hannah
Rumpf took 19th in 22:28.
Maggie Boozer, Ann Chris-
tensen, and Liza Saunders fin-
ished in a pack, taking 27th-
29th to propel the team to a
fourth place finish.
The men's tally of 69 points
was just two points short of the
second place host team, Prin-
cipia.
"We look better in our bunch-
ing today and showed signs of
being able to pack our top
seven runners," head coach Bill
Welch praised.
Ryon Sumner led the Engi-
neers for the second week in a
row, placing 10th overall in a
time of 28:45 on the 8K run.
Sumner was one of four
Engineers to finish in the top
20. He was followed by fresh-
man Kyle Smith who clocked
in at 29:32 (12th place). Brian
Wickham (29:49, 16th place),
Brian Smith (29:51, 17th place)
and Dan Brier (30:00, 21st
place) finished out the top five
scoring.
"We need to start moving the
pack up closer to the top," ana-
lyzed Welch. "We still have a
lot of work to do before we can
be a competitive team."
Ultimate squad gets on-the-job training at Purdue
by Jeremy Showalter
Thorn Sports Reporter
This past weekend, the Ulti-
mate Club participated in Club
Sectionals held at Purdue.
The weekend was a learning
experience as the team played
three games against more experi-
enced teams. The team improved
as the tournament progressed, but
they lost all three matches. They
played best in their last match, a
15-9 loss to Full Tilt of Chicago.
For many freshmen, sectionals
was their first ultimate tourna-
ment as Rose students. The fresh-
men showed great spirit as Tim
"Hooker" Moy was one of many
team members to play in skirts for
the first time.
The Ultimate Club is preparing
for their next tournament at Ball
State on Oct. 12.
Homecoming Athletic Events
Friday, September 26
Soccer hosts Marian College, 4 p.m.
Women's Tennis at Manchester College
Pep Rally and Queen's Coronation, 8:30 p.m.
Bonfire and Fireworks, 9:15 p.m.
Saturday, September 27
Cross Country hosts Vincennes, 10:30 a.m.
Women's Tennis at Anderson University
Volleyball hosts Earlham, noon
Football hosts U. of Chicago, 2 p.m
*See page 2 for complete listing of homecoming activities.
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Top 10 Reasons to Go to a Girl Hole Concert*
10) It'll only take one real bass player to turn them around
9) They play all Bush covers
8) If you're lookin' for trendy, we got your trendy right here
7) Acapella Nine Inch Nails songs
6) Lesbionage a trois
5) Jazz-punk tribute to Bel Biv DeVoe
4) Puff Daddy is not in any of their videos
3) They're more punk before 6 a.m. than most folks are all day
2) Free Slappy's Malt Liquor for the kiddies
1) Full Frontal Lewdity
* Is Girl Hole a band or a concept?
-Yes
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Are you in here my little computer?
Hey baby, warm see
my bonfire of love?
Thorn mastermind Herbert Lawson toys with the competition.
I realize that, but it
was his whole life.
He was in love with his hard
drive. It wasn't right.
DILBERT®
My computer... have
you seen my computer?






















THERE'5 Pk BIT OF
UNCERTAINTY, BUT
YOU'VE ... OH.
T. IT -TAKES 71-;REE





























WHAT WC HAVE HERE-)
IS GUARNNTEED
FAILURE.
IT'S WEIRD. I LOST-)
TEN MINUTES, AND
WHEN I WOKE UP,
1"\‘( DOUGHNUTS
WERE GONE.
